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July 27 Devotional (for Sunday August 2) 

Worship Series - 4  “Worshipping God is Unifying”  

 The congregation where I served as Youth Pastor was a dynamic, gifted and somewhat diverse group of Christ followers. 

There was good biblical teaching, significant resources of many kinds, excellent music, and a strong desire for missions. 

Two services each Sunday totalled 350-370 average attendance. Several people came early or stayed late to connect 

with others. It was also constantly on the verge of dividing, or at least some leaving. There was some tension between 

the more traditional service and more contemporary service but this was not the dominant point of contention. So what 

was the prevailing issue that could lead to division? Different responses to a subject external to the church, schooling.  

Within this reasonably healthy congregation was a passionate group of families that chose to home-school their 

children. Among this committed group of Christ-followers there was also a zealous group of families that chose to send 

their children to public school. Extended family of each of these groups ‘took sides’ to some degree as well.  

We too have an issue which could divide us. It is also an external to our church but which affects our congregation. The 

larger affect and potential division will likely not be the issue itself but rather different responses to the issue. Our 

‘issue’? Covid 19.  

Within our congregation are those who are choosing to self-isolate. There are also those who believe it all to be an 

overblown farce. And all the rest of us are on the spectrum somewhere. This even though we are all part of a 

congregation of, “followers of Christ seeking to glorify God”.  

Last week the conversation Jesus had with the Samaritan woman started with evangelism and ended on worship. These 

are intricately connected as the aim of the gospel is to turn sinners into true worshippers.  

This week I want to go back to the result(s) of worshipping God. I want to remind us of a few things.  

1. Worship of God is a logical outcome of surrendering our lives to God. As recipients of God’s mercy, grace 

and his presence we ought to naturally, or more accurately supernaturally, worship him. Worship is a human 

response to a gracious God.  

2. Worship of God affects all other relationships. As Matthew 15 made clear a couple weeks ago lip service to 

God while our hearts are far from him ends in empty and vain attempts to worship him. So too we cannot 

profess love for God while not loving others. As John 3:10 says, “By this it is evident who are the children of 

God, and who are the children of the devil: whoever does not practice righteousness is not of God, nor is the 

one who does not love his brother.” Being of God means living for God including loving others.  

3. Worshipping God involves all of life. All of life can be worship for the one yielded to Christ. Everything can be 

done for the glory of God (1 Cor. 10:31).  

4. Worship also produces results in the lives of the worshippers. Worship begets more worship. Holy living 

results in more holy living. Yielding to the character of God produces more of the character of God in those 

who worship him.  

These are all connected. Consider the flow and content of Ephesians 4:1-3. 

“I therefore, a prisoner for the Lord, urge you to walk in a manner worthy of the calling to which you have been 

called, 2 with all humility and gentleness, with patience, bearing with one another in love, 3 eager to maintain the 

unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.”        Ephesians 4 ESV 



Living rightly, here “walk in a manner worthy” and worship (Rom. 12:1-2) results in more living rightly including with 

others not just between us and God. What I want us to focus on this week is unity. Worshipping God is unifying. Worship 

of God both includes unity as well as results in greater unity.  

Unity is far more important to God than to us. John 17 is the longest recorded prayer. It is Jesus’ prayer for his disciples 

throughout all time. It is a prayer for oneness with God and each other. Unity matters to God and must matter to us who 

worship God. Earlier in John Jesus said, “I have other sheep that are not of this fold. I must bring them also, and they will 

listen to my voice. So there will be one flock, one shepherd.” (John 10:16) Yet the way professing Christians live reveals 

much more disunity than unity.  

I am not speaking here of uniformity as the world often presents unity. Uniformity is not biblical unity. Scripture is full of 

examples and teaching on diversity. Many of these passages on diversity are the same ones proclaiming oneness and 

unity such as Romans 12.  

Peter does not mention worship per se but does mention all of the results of worship mentioned above when he writes 

a pastoral reminder,  

“Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, sympathy, brotherly love, a tender heart, and a humble mind.” 1 Peter 3  

This is the beginning of the end of his first letter where he exhorts the displaced believers to “have unity in mind”. The 

organized church is infamous for fracturing and division. Certainly there are doctrines, theology and practices worth 

dividing over. But not nearly as many as we make into divisive issues. And division brings the opposite of glory to God.  

What does all this rambling have to do with the Corona virus and our response to it? Several things, if indeed everything 

we do is to bring glory to God. 1 Corinthians 10:31 has already been discussed in recent weeks but I think we need to 

consider it again. “So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God.” This verse is not 

floating around without context. It is imbedded within a passage dealing with divisive issues. Or more accurately 

believer’s responses to issues which caused divisions. Let’s look at the whole passage: 

“ 23 “I have the right to do anything,” you say—but not everything is beneficial. “I have the right to do 

anything”—but not everything is constructive. 24 No one should seek their own good, but the good of others. 

25 Eat anything sold in the meat market without raising questions of conscience, 26 for, “The earth is the Lord’s, 

and everything in it.” 

27 If an unbeliever invites you to a meal and you want to go, eat whatever is put before you without raising 

questions of conscience. 28 But if someone says to you, “This has been offered in sacrifice,” then do not eat it, 

both for the sake of the one who told you and for the sake of conscience. 29 I am referring to the other person’s 

conscience, not yours. For why is my freedom being judged by another’s conscience? 30 If I take part in the meal 

with thankfulness, why am I denounced because of something I thank God for? 

31 So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God. 32 Do not cause anyone to 

stumble, whether Jews, Greeks or the church of God— 33 even as I try to please everyone in every way. For I am 

not seeking my own good but the good of many, so that they may be saved.”    1 Cor. 10 

There are several dynamics going on in this passage which are not easily reconciled with our current issue. But there is a 

fundamental application that this passage presents to us. Only do what is helpful for others faith journeys. This is the will 

of God in Christ Jesus. This is worship. There is no demand of my rights in this passage. It is full of considering the 

perspective of others. Reread verse 23. Really, it is right there up a couple lines. Now read verse 24. Is your attitude in 

line with this? Do you find yourself defending and justifying your thinking? This passage mentions unbelievers in verse 

27. Do you say to yourself you would seek the good of an unbeliever but find yourself wondering why other believers 

are so immature? See how easily arrogance and pride manifest in our lives? Later this passage says, “Do not cause 

anyone to stumble, whether Jews, Greeks or the church of God” (v. 32) Cause no one to stumble. Not those we are 

interacting with. Not those who are looking on. Not those we agree with. Not those who hold a different view. If we are 



wondering why another’s response is so immature yet unwilling to “submit to one another out of reverence for Christ” 

then our attitudes betray us and reveal our own level of maturity.  

The important part of what we are discussing here is not whether we wear masks or not but how we treat each other. 

Do my interactions with someone promote their faith journey? Or hinder it? Do I have a need to impose on others my 

response to this pandemic? When we gather we have always had preferences. And when we gather we submit to one 

another out of reverence for Christ (Eph. 5:21) and willingly come together not to judge, be critical or demanding but to 

do whatever promotes God’s will, which is that people move toward him.  

Allow these questions to help us assess where we really are. Are you offended and/or judgemental when someone 

shows up at your door with a mask on? When you see someone in public without a mask and too close to other people 

do your thoughts criticize even if you don’t use your mouth? When we gather, if someone requests that you wear a 

mask while visiting with them would it prevent you from having a meaningful conversation and promoting God’s best in 

their life? If masks are required for all who choose to sing and someone mouths the words, but you can see them, does 

worship cease and something else begin in your heart?  

What are we talking about here? Education? Covid? Unity? Worship? Eating? Yes! These are all connected.  

There can only be one way we gather much like there can only be one way to perform a drama on a given occasion. A 

drama cannot be effectively done both as a dramatic spoof and as a serious reflective performance simultaneously. A 

spoof my cause us to reflect and a serious drama does not need to be absent of humor but it cannot switch from one 

style to another and still be effective. The Leadership Board is tasked with deciding when it is helpful for us to meet in 

larger groups. None of us have been in this situation before and we have asked for input in a number of different ways. 

When we gather there will be procedures and protocols put in place which are in line with the provincial guidelines at 

the time. We can’t come together in multiple different ways. We will need to agree to gather as one, abiding by similar 

protocols. This is not new. We have been doing this for years. Some ways of relating are acceptable and helpful to why 

we gather. Other actions, postures and attitudes hinder the reason we gather. There will be some level of choice within 

these protocols. For example, as is the case if we met together this week, masks may be required only for those who 

sing. A question is, will we engage in ways which glory God and edify the body or will we fracture and divide?  

I confess that I have acted in ways which matched my level of comfort and which reflected my response to this situation 

we find ourselves. Often I have worked hard to discern and figure out other’s chosen response and sought to match it. I 

am certain that I have missed the mark at times and for this I am truly sorry. Please speak to me if I have offended you 

or made you feel judged or uncomfortable. I value relationship more than protocol. But if I value relationship then I 

must respect you – and the protocols you have chosen.  

Back to education briefly. I read something  the following other day and am modifying it from what I remember. When 

responding to someone who chooses to home school why not respond with, “wow that was likely a hard decision, how 

can I support you?” When someone chooses private school why not respond with, “wow that was likely a hard decision, 

how can I support you?” When someone chooses public school why not respond with, “wow that was likely a hard 

decision, how can I support you?” You get the idea.  

 Further you get how this concept applies to the above concepts. Is your response to other people’s responses worship? 

Have there been occasions where you have sought your good, or rights, over the good of another? Go. Confess. Repent. 

Seek forgiveness. Move forward toward God and worship together.  

“Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, sympathy, brotherly love, a tender heart, and a humble mind.” 1 Peter 3  

We are created to worship God. Worshipping God is unifying.  

Amen.  

Pastor Gary 


